I-Introduction
The best way to learn a language is to be completely immersed in a culture where the language is spoken, obviously. But since that is not the case with the English-speaking-Spanish-language learner for whom this web site is designed, there are a few rules of Spanish language usage that will help you as you do try to learn Spanish. Just as in English, although someone might understand you even if you don’t use the correct rule of expression, it will reveal your ignorance of grammar rules, and who wants that??

Some things in one language will be similar to another language, and some things are so different that it seems impossible to learn. This web site will present several areas of Spanish grammar that are different from English, in hopes that the English-speaking-Spanish-language learner will benefit from these learning clues.

Look at these expressions—what would an English speaker think about them?

“She is the sister of Juan.”

“I see the car blue of the uncle older of Juan.”

“The cap of baseball is on the chair.”

“I call myself Ana.

“To go to school pleases me.”

If you think these things sound funny, think again – we sound just as funny when we try to say something in a foreign language “the way” we say it in English!

Welcome to English/Spanish Grammar Learning Clues, and Happy Spanish learning!